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Dipole polarizabilities of a series of ions in aqueous solutions are computed from first-principles. The
procedure is based on the study of the linear response of the maximally localized Wannier functions
to an applied external field, within density functional theory. For most monoatomic cations (Li+,
Na+, K+, Rb+, Mg2+, Ca2+ and Sr2+) the computed polarizabilities are the same as in the gas phase.
For Cs+ and a series of anions (F!, Cl!, Br! and I!), environmental effects are observed, which re-
duce the polarizabilities in aqueous solutions with respect to their gas phase values. The polarizabili-
ties of H+

(aq), OH!
(aq) have also been determined along an ab initio molecular dynamics simulation. We

observe that the polarizability of a molecule instantaneously switches upon proton transfer events.
Finally, we also computed the polarizability tensor in the case of a strongly anisotropic molecular ion,
UO2+

2 . The results of these calculations will be useful in building interaction potentials that include
polarization effects. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3518101]

I. INTRODUCTION

Small inorganic ions play a central role in many fields
of chemistry. In biological systems for example, not only do
they influence the solvation of proteins,1 but they also play a
fundamental role in the protein’s diffusion mechanism along
DNA.2 In environmental science, the hydrophobicity of ions
has been shown to be the driving force behind their affin-
ity for clay systems, which will have important consequences
in the evaluation of these materials for nuclear waste storage
applications.3

Probably due to their apparent simplicity, ionic solutions
have long been studied by molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations employing somewhat crude models, which only take
into account the electrostatic, van der Waals repulsion, and
dispersion interactions. The induction term, which is recog-
nized as providing an important contribution to the interac-
tion energy in condensed phase systems, was accounted for
in an average way; for example, by enhancing the dipole
moment of the water molecule compared to its gas phase
value.4–6 After several important yet isolated attempts, it was
only recently that simulations involving an explicit induction
term were systematically performed for ionic solutions.7–9 In
such models [polarizable models (PMs)], the induction effects
are most often introduced through a self-consistent calcula-
tion of the induced dipole moments of each ion or molecule
(although some Car–Parrinello type implementations have
also been employed). They are therefore accurate for

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
mathieu.salanne@upmc.fr.

systems in which higher-order induced multipole moments
remain small. For example, this approximation will hold when
describing alkali ions, but not for ions with high quadrupole
polarizabilities like Ag+.10, 11

The reason for the success of the PMs is their enhanced
transferability. They provide a better description of ionic
solutions at interfaces and in the vicinity of complex or-
ganic molecules such as proteins, i.e., in systems for which
the inclusion of induction, even in an approximate way, is
sufficent to obtain the correct trends for physico-chemical
properties.12–15 However, their use for determining precise
quantities, such as solvation free energies in bulk water, has
been somewhat hindered due to their rough parameterization,
which was mainly done by adding a polarization term to exist-
ing classical force fields. It is only recently that a systematic
parameterization of PMs for aqueous systems was proposed,
in the framework of the classical Drude oscillators.16 Such
potentials have been developed for purely ionic systems for
many years.17

Among the series of parameters that have to be deter-
mined during the building of a PM, one has an evident phys-
ical meaning: The electronic polarizability tensor of the ion,
which measures the relative tendency of its electron cloud to
be distorted from its normal shape by an electric field. Al-
though one could think that the polarizability of a molecule or
an ion is an intrinsic property, which remains unchanged from
the gas phase to any condensed phase, this is not the case. This
is particularly true in the case of anions because they often
have much larger polarizabilities than cations. For example,
the polarizability of the oxide anion switches from 1.3–1.4 Å3

in B2O3, Al2O3 and SiO2 to 3.6 Å3 in BaO.18 In their param-
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eterization of PMs, Yu et al.16have therefore scaled down the
gas phase polarizabilities of the anions by a factor of 0.724,
while keeping the same values for cations. In this work we
propose a direct computation of the polarizability for a series
of simple inorganic ions in solution, namely F!, Cl!, Br!, I!,
OH!

(aq), Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+, H+
(aq), Mg2+, Sr2+, and Ca2+. We

have also studied the case of a more complicated, triatomic
cation, the uranyl UO2+

2 . Our method for determining con-
densed phase polarizabilities involves density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations; it is based on the linear response of
the Wannier orbitals to an external electric field,19–21 as ex-
plained in Sec. II.

II. NUMERICAL METHODS

A. Polarizabilities from DFT

DFT calculations on periodic systems are based on the
Kohn–Sham (KS) method to determine the ground state elec-
tronic wavefunction of a given ionic configuration. One of
its drawbacks is the delocalization of the electronic density
throughout the whole simulation cell, which prevents any
straightforward extraction of the individual electronic prop-
erties of a given atom or molecule.

The use of the maximally localized Wannier function
(MLWF) formalism22 is an efficient way to overcome this dif-
ficulty. The MLWFs provide a picture of the electron distribu-
tion around atoms which is easily interpreted from a chemical
point of view. They are determined by unitary transformations
of the KS eigenvectors

!!!w
n

"
=

N#

m=1

Unm |!m" , (1)

where the sum runs over all the occupied KS states
{!n}n#[1,N ], and the unitary matrix U is determined by iter-
ative minimization of the Wannier function spread ", which
is defined as

" = ! 1
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when periodic boundary conditions are applied, where $

refers to the coordinates axis, x , y, and z.
A complete theory of electric polarization in crystalline

dielectrics has been developed in recent years,23–25 which val-
idates the calculation of the dipole moments of single ions or
molecules from the center of charge of the subset of MLWF
that are localized in their vicinity.26–28 The MLWF centers are
computed according to26

rw
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and the partial dipole moment of a given ion or molecule I is
defined, in atomic units, as
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where the sum over i # I includes all atoms belonging to I ,
with Zi and Ri their nuclear charge and position, and the sum

over n # i includes all the MLWF whose center is localized
in the vicinity of Ri . When a small external electric field E
is applied to the system, the linear response may be charac-
terized by an additional field-induced dipole moment !µI on
each individual molecule. It is convenient to think of the ap-
plied field as an optical field, in order to distinguish its effect
from that of the static fields, which are caused by the perma-
nent charge distributions of the molecules, and to think of !µI

as the net induced dipole that is oscillating at the optical fre-
quency. For an electronically insulating material, the induced
dipole can be written in terms of the total (optical frequency)
electric field which acts on it

!µI ({RN }) = " I ({RN }) ·

'

(E +
#

J %=I

T̂
I J · !µJ ({RN })

)

* ,

(5)

where the sum runs over all polarizable entities (ions or
molecules) J %= I in the system. In this equation, we have
introduced the dipole polarizability tensor " I ({RN }) of
molecule I , for the particular condensed phase configuration
{RN }. Also included is the dipole-dipole interaction tensor,
T̂

I J
, whose components are defined by T̂ I J

$% = !$!%
ˆ1/r I J ;

in practice, for a periodic system, it will be computed using
the Ewald summation technique.29, 30 The first term on the
right-hand side of the equation represents the direct contri-
bution of the external electric field to the induced dipole; the
second-term is the contribution of the reradiated electric fields
due to the dipoles that are induced in all the other molecules
(J %= I ) in the sample. In principle, higher-order induced mul-
tipoles also contribute to this expansion, but we will ignore
them. In a uniform external field, the directly induced higher-
order multipoles on spherical atoms and ions vanish, and even
for molecules, their effect is expected to be much smaller than
that of the dipoles.

In DFT calculations on periodic systems, the coupling
between the external electric field and the electronic system
is expressed through the macroscopic polarization of the pe-
riodically replicated cell31, 32 and is defined using the Berry
phase approach of Resta.33 It is then possible to determine the
new partial dipole moment for each species in the presence of
a field, via another localization step. The field induced dipoles
are calculated from the difference between the total molecular
dipoles in the presence and absence of the field.

Equation (5) can be inverted to determine the individ-
ual electronic polarizabilities for that particular condensed-
phase configuration {RN }. Consider the application of fields
E ($), along each Cartesian direction $ = x, y, z, and denote
by {!µI,($)}I#[1,N ] the corresponding values of the induced
dipole moments. The total field f I,($) at each position R I can
be obtained from

f I,($) = E ($) +
#

J %=I

T̂
I J · !µJ,($), (6)

which is conveniently evaluated from the electric field given
by a dipolar Ewald sum. Finally, the polarizability tensor of
molecule I is given by

" I ({RN }) = (F I )!1 · #I , (7)
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where F I and #I are second-rank three-dimensional tensors
defined as

F I
$% = f I,(%)

$ , (8)

&I
$% = 'µI,(%)

$ . (9)

B. Computation details

The polarizabilities were calculated as described above
using the CPMD package.34 For calculations with an applied
external field, its intensity was set to a value of 0.001 a.u.
The gradient-corrected BLYP (in the case of Rb+ a PBE
functional was used instead35) functional36, 37 was used in
conjunction with Troullier–Martins38 (Cl!, Br!, Cs+, and
K+) and Goedecker–Teter–Hutter39–41 (GTH) pseudopoten-
tials (I!, Na+, Rb+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+), and a plane-wave
basis set with an energy cutoff of at least 70 Ryd. A min-
imum of 100 configurations were analyzed for each ionic
species. In a recent study, various density functionals were
benchmarked against calculations at the coupled-cluster level
of theory, for the dipole polarizabilities of water clusters
n = 2–12.42 It was shown that the hybrid functionals provide
more accurate results. Unfortunately, the use of such function-
als for the condensed-phase systems considered here would
entail computational costs too high to be of practical use. Er-
rors of a few percents, therefore, have to be expected in our
calculated values.

The configurations were extracted from classical molec-
ular dynamics simulations at a temperature of T = 300 K.
A periodically replicated cubic simulation box, with one
ion and at least 31 water molecules, was used. The mono-
valent ions F!, Cl!, Br!, I!, Li!, Na!, K!, Rb!, and
Cs! were described using the nonpolarizable potentials of
Dang et al.,8, 43, 44 while the polarizable potentials of Yu and
coworkers16 were used for the divalent ions Mg2+, Ca2+, and
Sr2+. For the series of monovalent ions, the water molecules
were represented using the nonpolarizable SPC/E45 model
whereas the polarizable model from Dang and Chang46 was
used in the case of the divalent ions.

In the case of H+
(aq) and OH!

(aq), the configurations
were extracted from Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynam-
ics simulations47 performed using the CP2K package.48 Here
also, we used the BLYP functional,36, 37 with GTH pseudopo-
tentials. A 280 Ryd plane wave density cutoff has been ap-
plied and the molecularly optimized (MOLOPT) Gaussian ba-
sis sets were employed.49 The cubic simulation cell, with a
lateral size of 9.865 Å, initially contained 31 H2O molecules
and one H3O+ (OH!) ion. The time step for the MD simu-
lation was 0.5 fs, for a total simulations time of 10 ps (H+

(aq))
and 20 ps (OH!

(aq)), respectively (after 2 ps of equilibration
in both cases). NVT conditions were imposed by a Nose–
Hoover thermostat with a target temperature of 350 K.

Finally, for UO2+
2 , the configurations were extracted from

a Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation50 performed
using the CPMD package. The PBE functional35 was used
with Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials.38 A 80 Ryd energy
cutoff had been applied. The cubic simulation cell, with a

FIG. 1. Distribution of the isotropic polarizabilities $̄ = 1
3 Tr(") of halide

ions in liquid water.

lateral size of 12.41 Å, contained 61 H2O molecules and one
UO2+

2 ion. The fictitious electron mass was set to 600 a.u. and
the time step was 0.121 fs, for a total simulation time of 8.4 ps,
after 2 ps of equilibration. NVT conditions were imposed
by a Nose–Hoover thermostat with a target temperature of
350 K.

III. RESULTS

A. Monoatomic ions

For all monoatomic ions, the polarizability tensor has off-
diagonal components equal to 0, and is on average isotropic.
An example of distributions for $̄ = 1

3 Tr(") is given for the
series of halide ions in Fig. 1. From these distributions, we can
determine the average isotropic polarizability of each species.
These are reported in Table I.

The only previous attempt to calculate such polarizabil-
ities for ions in solution was focused solely on the nitrate,51

sulfate52 and chloride53anions. We can therefore compare our
data to the latter only. In their study, Jungwirth and Tobias53

calculated the electrostatic contribution to the confining po-
tential felt by the ions, using a point charge representation for
the static charge distribution of solvating water molecules. In

TABLE I. Average values of the isotropic polarizability &$̄" of monoatomic
ions. All values are in Å3. Also reported are the values employed in common
force fields and the gas-phase polarizabilities (Refs. 56 and 57).

Ion This work SWM4-NDPa Amoebab DC97c Gas phase
F! 1.3 1.786 1.350 1.050 2.467
Cl! 3.5 3.969 4.000 3.690 5.482
Br! 4.6 5.262 5.650 4.770 7.268
I! 7.5 7.439 7.250 6.920 10.275
Li+ 0.029 0.032 0.028 0.029 0.032
Na+ 0.18 0.157 0.120 0.240 0.157
K+ 0.81 0.830 0.780 0.830 0.830
Rb+ 1.32 1.370 1.350 – 1.370
Cs+ 2.02 2.360 2.260 2.440 2.360
Mg2+ 0.08 0.075 0.080 (0.107) – 0.075
Ca2+ 0.44 0.490 0.550 (0.376) – 0.490
Sr2+ 0.81 0.870 – – 0.870

aReference 16.
bProvided in the TINKER molecular modeling simulation package (Ref. 66) for Amoeba
(Refs. 62–64) except values in parenthesis, which are from Ref. 65.
cFrom DC97 (Refs. 7, 12, 46, and 67) force fields.
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a first attempt, they used theSPC/E charge model, and they
obtained polarizabilities of around 4.2 Å3. They then used the
information extracted from the Wannier localization proce-
dure to determine the water charge distribution. In that case,
net charges of +6, +1, and !2 were respectively placed on
the positions of oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms, and Wannier
centers,26, 54 and a smaller polarizability of 3.9 Å3 was ob-
tained. This remains higher than our proposed value (3.5 Å3)
for several reasons. First, due to the lack of statistics, since
only five snapshots were used. Second, the partial charge
model may be too simple; in which case, higher-order mo-
ments of the Wannier functions should be used to improve the
representation of the electrostatic potential.55 Finally, in this
calculation the multipole-induced dipole contributions are not
taken into account.

The gas phase isotropic polarizabilities,56, 57 also reported
in Table I, enable us to quantify the importance of environ-
mental effects on the polarizabilities of ions in solution. These
effects are well established for the case of anions in ionic crys-
tals or liquids.58, 59 They are due to the existence of a con-
fining potential, which affects the electron density around a
given species, and originates from both Coulombic interac-
tions and the exclusion of electrons from the region occupied
by the electron density of the first-neighbor solvation shell.60

Here we observe the most important effects for anions: the
polarizability of the fluoride anion is reduced by as much as
47% with respect to its gas value in solution. This effect be-
comes less pronounced for species with bigger radii, with the
polarizability of the iodide anion only being reduced by 27%.
In the case of cations, almost no effect is observed for any of
them, except Cs+, which is by far the most polarizable one. In
Table I we also provide the atomic polarizabilities employed
in common force fields. These values, which were obtained
empirically61 or by fitting some ab inito data,62–65 correctly
reproduce the environmental effects, although some discrep-
ancies are observed, particularly in the case of F! and Br!.

In a recent work, Bauer et al.68 studied the variation
of F!, Cl!, and Br! ions polarizability in water clusters
with respect to the corresponding gas phase values. Their
method is based on a Hirshfeld69 partitioning of the elec-
tronic density, which is obtained by ab initio calculations at
the B3LYP level of theory. The strong basis set dependence
they have observed, as well as the system size limitation,
and the fact that the induced dipole-induced dipole contri-
butions are not explicitly taken into account, makes it dif-
ficult to establish a clear comparison with the values given
here for bulk systems, but their results are in good agree-
ment with the present study, showing a significant reduction
of ion polarizability of halide anions upon solvation by water
molecules.

B. Ionic product of liquid water

The same procedure has been applied to two solutions of
liquid water respectively containing one H+

(aq) and one OH!
(aq).

Despite the importance of these two species, it is only re-
cently that the chemical nature and transport properties have
been determined by molecular dynamics simulations.70–76 In

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Top: Isotropic polarizabilities of all molecules during an ab initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation of a system consisting of 1 H+ + 32
H2O. Bottom: Difference between the O-H distances (d and the molecular
polarizabilities ($ of the two molecules involved in a proton transfer event.

the top panel of Fig. 2, we show the time evolution of the
isotropic polarizability for all the molecules in the simulation
box containing H+

(aq). We observe that there is always exactly
one molecule that has a polarizability that differs from the
others, although the index of this molecule changes during the
simulation. This is due to the transfer of protons through the
Grotthus mechanism.70–72 As for monoatomic ions, the polar-
izability tensor of the H3O+ ion is almost isotropic and we ob-
tain an average isotropic polarizability of 1.19 Å3. In the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 2, we focus on a proton exchange involving
two molecules: First, the proton is bonded to the oxygen atom
labeled 1, then it jumps on the nearest oxygen atom, labeled 2,
during '1.3 ps, before coming back to its original position. In
Fig. 2, the exchange is observed using the usual quantity,71, 72

(d = dO1H ! dO2H: Proton transfer occurs when this function
equals 0. We also calculated the polarizability difference be-
tween the two oxygen atoms, ($ = $1 ! $2, and observed
that this function follows the same variations as (d. This
means that the polarizability of the molecule instantaneously
follows its chemical nature when a chemical reaction occurs.

The computed value of $ differs from the one employed
in a series of recent molecular dynamics simulation of H3O+

in water using PM,77, 78 which was of 0.98 Å3. It should be
noted, however, that in the same studies some simulations
with the H5O+

2 ion were also performed, for which polar-
izabilities of 1.19 Å3 were attributed to both oxygen atoms.
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FIG. 3. Isotropic polarizabilities of all molecules during an AIMD simula-
tion of a system consisting of 1 OH! + 31 H2O.

Our value is in good agreement with the results of Buin and
Iftimie, who computed condensed-phase polarizabilities in
the acidic H2O-HF mixtures.79

In the case of the hydroxide anion simulation, a similar
behavior is observed for the time variation of the isotropic
polarizabilities (Fig. 3). Considerably less transfer events are
observed than in the case of H+

(aq), during the same period
of time, in good agreement with previous studies comparing
these two systems. The average isotropic polarizability ob-
tained for the OH! ion is of 1.91 Å3, a value slightly smaller
than the one used in previous classical MD simulations.80

The increase of the polarizability when passing from H3O+

to H2O, and then to OH!, shows that the formation of bonds
between the oxygen and hydrogen atoms provokes a compres-
sion of the electronic cloud of the molecule. When switching
to the molecular coordinate system (where the x axis is along
the O–H bond), we observe a slight anisotropy, and the di-
agonal components are $xx=1.84 Å3, $yy = $zz = 1.95 Å3.
The difference between the components is small, which justi-
fies the use of isotropic polarizabilities in molecular dynamics
simulations involving the hydroxide anion.

C. An example of an anisotropic molecular ion: The
uranyl UO2+

2

The uranyl cation is a triatomic linear molecule. In wa-
ter, its first solvation shell consists of five water molecules
surrounding the uranium atom.81, 82 This example is particu-
larly interesting, since the electron cloud shape should be very
anisotropic. The oxygen atoms, which are very electronega-
tive, should attract most of the electron density. Our results
confirm this picture. First, the UO2+

2 is by far more polariz-
able than all the other ions studied in this work, with an aver-
age molecular polarizability of 4.87 Å3. Second, in the molec-
ular coordinate system (where the x axis is along the U-O
bonds), we observe a strong anisotropy: The diagonal compo-
nents are $xx=10.55 Å3, $yy = $zz=2.07 Å3. This means that
it is very important to take induction effects into account when
performing classical molecular dynamics simulations involv-
ing this cation. It is all the more important since the uranium
atom is at an oxydation degree of +VI, which implies that the
surrounding water molecules, within the first solvation shell,

will experience a strong electric field and thus an enhanced
dipole moment.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown how to obtain dipole polarizabilites of
ions in condensed phases, within density functional theory, by
measuring the linear response of the MLWF to an externally
applied electric field. The calculated values for the isotropic
polarizabilites of F!, Cl!, Br!, I!, OH!

(aq), Na+, K+, Rb+,
Cs+, H+

(aq), Mg2+, Sr2+, Ca2+, and UO2+
2 in aqueous solution,

were 1.3, 3.5, 4.6, 7.5, 1.91, 0.18, 0.81, 1.32, 2.02, 1.19, 0.08,
0.44, 0.81, and 4.87 Å3, respectively. In the case of UO2+

2 the
polarizability tensor is strongly anisotropic ($xx=10.55 Å3,
$yy = $zz=2.07 Å3). A noticeable difference is observed be-
tween the behavior of polarizabilities of cations and anions,
with the latter showing a much stronger environmental de-
pendence. On average the condensed-phase values of anion
polarizabilites are found to be 50 to 70% of their gas phase
values, with the effect being smaller for larger ions. In the case
of cations, the variation is considerably less important; the
largest difference was observed for Cs+, but its polarizability
is only reduced by 15%. This is all the more important, since
for many systems the anions experience a more disordered
environment than the cations. It is crucial, therefore, to use
accurate polarizabilities for the anions in molecular dynam-
ics simulations. The present calculations will provide useful
input for the systematic development of polarizable models.
The inclusion of induction effects will also require the deter-
mination of short-range damping effects, which are very im-
portant in the case of ionic systems.15, 17, 21 The correspond-
ing parameters can rather easily be determined from a dipole-
fitting procedure.83
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